Abstract-Digital watermarking is a method to embed secret data into digital signals. We present a novel service that uses watermarking to add metadata into radio broadcast music. A user can record the music from radio loudspeakers and extract the watermark. The watermark can contain e.g. value adding metadata about the song or a link to an external server. This solution offers a new channel for mobile commerce.
I. INTRODUCTION
The usual application of digital watermarking is copy protection. In [1] nonsecurity oriented applications of watermarking has been discussed. Watermarking can be used to include value adding information to existing services without changes to the legacy systems.
In this paper we describe a service that uses watermarks to embed metadata into radio broadcast music. In the service scenario the watermarked music is played through radio loudspeakers and the user records the analog music with mobile device, which is used to extract the metadata from recorded music. Fig. 1 illustrates the scenario where value adding services have been provided in broadcast media. The user is driving with his/her car while listening to a radio station. The radio station can embed a variety of information into music it broadcasts, e.g., basic information about the recorded musical piece, like name of the song, artist and album in which the song is contained. It can also contain links to web pages that provide extra information about the song or can be used to buy tickets to a concert or to buy CDs of the artist in question. 
SUBSCRIPTION FORM
ARTIST'S HOME PAGE RECORD STORE WEB-PAGE Since the extraction of the watermark is realized in mobile device no changes to the existing radio equipment is needed. The users only have to install the watermark extraction software into their mobile device. The radio station needs an application that is used to embed the watermark into music being broadcast.
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We have implemented an experimental version of the service, in which we have embedded a link to a web page into the music. The user records the watermarked music with a mobile phone containing the watermark extraction software. The extraction software in the phone processes the recorded music and opens a web browser to web page address found in the watermark.
II. METHODS
In our scenario, severe attacks on the watermarked audio can be identified; downsampling, DA/AD conversion, background noise and synchronization attack. Multi-level watermarking and channel coding techniques are utilized to conquer these attacks.
The actual message bits are embedded in FFT-domain using algorithm described in [2] , in which frequency hopping (FH) signalization is used on a variable set of the amplitudes of fast Fourier transformation (FFT) coefficients. The modifications of the amplitudes caused by watermark embedding are adapted to the human auditory system. The system is simplified by excluding the attack characterization section [2] of the embedding algorithm and using fixed selection of coefficients.
The second watermark that is used for synchronization purposes is embedded and adapted in time domain using spread spectrum techniques. The mobile phone 1 we used records the audio with 8 kHz mono PCM encoded format. To help the watermark survive the audio down sampling better, the original watermarked audio is in 48 kHz mono format and both synchronization and message watermark are repeated over the samples.
The effect of recording (DA/AD conversion and background noise) was first tested using a cosine test signal. The spectrum of the test signal is depicted in Fig. 2 (a) . On Fig. 2 (b) is the spectrum of the attacked test signal. In the implementation we embed 78 bits into 10 seconds of music. The bits are repeated over the whole song. Since the user can start the recording at any given time, we use 15 bits to mark where the watermarked bit sequence starts. The remaining 63 bits are used to embed the web link. The data bits are interleaved and Hamming (7,4) coded to increase the watermark robustness. This leaves 36 bits for the actual payload. These 36 bits represent five 7-bit ASCII characters, the last bit is discarded, that are used to access web page. We use redirection server that maps those five characters to the actual web address.
Extraction of the watermark is performed like in [2] , with similar simplifications as described in above.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The experimental tests were done in different conditions, by varying the level of background noise, and by changing the loudspeakers, that were used for playing the watermarked audio. It was discovered that the error free extraction is possible even when the noise level is high, etc. when person is speaking while the recording is done. Also the selection of loudspeakers did not have effect on the extraction reliability. Message was extracted reliably when the watermarked audio was played through standard loudspeakers of the computer, intrinsic loudspeaker of laptop computer and even with the own loudspeaker of mobile phone.
An important issue when implementing the extraction software is the computational complexity of the algorithm. Mobile phones have restricted processing power available and they usually do not have a floating point processor. The algorithm we used embeds the watermark in frequency domain, so we have to calculate a 1024 point fast Fourier transformation (FFT) for each bit extracted. Calculating FFT takes 42 ms on the phone we used, that makes the total time to extract the 78 bits about 5 seconds.
The synchronization of the watermark extraction is critical for correct extraction. The synchronization robustness was improved by integrating over multiple 1024 sample blocks when calculating the correlation of the synchronization watermark. This increases the peak value and helps to find false peaks. Table I displays how the number of samples used in synchronization affects the watermark extraction. The last row shows the time to calculate the synchronization. The robustness of watermark does not increase much on values larger than 24576 samples, which offers good compromise between performance and robustness.
We did also test our implementation with a newer mobile phone 2 and its performance was approximately two times faster. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The presented novel value adding service to broadcast radio uses digital watermarking to embed metadata to music. The radio station can increase the number of its listeners by providing value adding information to them. The service also increases the value the radio station can provide for the advertisers when the listeners have easy way to access their web services with they mobile device.
The proposed method does not need any changes to existing radio equipment as the watermark extraction is done using mobile device with watermark extractor software installed. The method was tested with experimental implementation that plays music through loudspeakers and uses mobile phone to record the music. Watermarked into music is a link to web page that the phone uses to access extra information about the song in question.
